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Abstract
In role-based designs a role describes a specific view of an object, and collaborations describe
interactions between objects. Cooperative object oriented designs use a variant of collabora-
tions (CO actions) which are able to clearly separate interaction and functional code. This paper
proposes a reflective architecture for role-based cooperative object oriented designs where
roles can be dynamically and transparently attached to objects. Dynamically means that roles
can be attached to and detached from objects during runtime, and transparently means that ob-
jects are not aware of the handling of roles.
The proposed reflective architecture aims to enforce separation between several concerns such
as function, interaction, synchronization, and handling of roles. The separation allows the im-
plementation of different kinds of algorithms one by one, making them easier to write, under-
stand, and evolve.
Keywords: role, collaboration, software architectures, reflection, separation of concerns.
1. Introduction
Roles are abstractions which capture different specific views of objects. They characterize the
responsibilities of an object for a group of other objects of a system [Kristensen 95, Kristensen
96, Bäumer 97]. For example, when developing an application for a bank, a key abstraction is
the concept of customer. However, customer has different views when the application is for the
bank’s loan department or the bank’s investment department. The former department handles
customers as borrowers, whereas the latter department handles customers as investors. In a
role-based design, a customer is modelled as a class, whereas both borrower and investor are
roles.
Roles are important in object oriented design since they allow to dynamically compose views
on objects and they provide several advantages: classes can be defined concisely, roles can be
evolved easily and independently from each other and from classes, and roles can be attached
and detached from objects dynamically [Bäumer 97].
Currently there are no linguistic supports for the implementation of roles, hence they have been
implemented using specialization, aggregation, composition [Kristensen 95], and C++ class
templates [VanHilst 96]. All of the above implementations, however, do not allow the dynamic
attachment of roles to objects. An implementation which enables the dynamic attachment of
roles to objects is attained using the Role Object pattern [Bäumer 97], however it makes clients
4more complex, since they have to check whether the object can play that role in its state, and
then extend the object.
In this paper we propose a reflective architecture which implements roles in a cooperative ob-
ject oriented design. A cooperative object oriented design expresses the interactions between
objects in specific entities, thus allowing the separation between functional and interaction code
[de Lemos 99b, Tramontana 99]. Reflection is used to attain separation between several con-
cerns: functional, interactional, synchronization and handling of roles. Thus, objects are not
aware of the handling of roles (attachment and detachment of roles to objects), which is per-
formed by some metaobjects.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces roles. Section 3 describes coopera-
tions in the context of role-based designs. Section 4 discusses reflection and gives the motiva-
tion for the use of a reflective architecture. Section 5 shows the reflective implementation of a
cooperative object oriented design using roles. Section 6 applies the proposed reflective archi-
tecture to a case study, and eventually conclusions are presented in section 7.
2. Roles
Kristensen has provided a conceptual model of an object and its roles. The object to which a
role is allocated is the intrinsic object which has intrinsic data and methods. Roles add extrinsic
data and methods to an object. A role can be attached to an object as long as the object can play
that role in its current state, thus the attachment is defined by some rules in each object [Kris-
tensen 95, Kristensen 96].
In [Kristensen 95] roles have been characterized by the following general properties. Those
properties form the basis for role designs and implementations.
• Visibility. The visibility of an object can be restricted to the methods of a role. This may
include the methods of the object, but exclude the methods of other roles.
• Dependency. The role is dependent on the object, and it cannot exist without the object.
The methods of the role can be defined in terms of the methods of the object, but not vice
versa.
• Identity. An object and its actual roles have one identity.
• Dynamicity. A role may be added and removed during the lifetime of an object.
• Multiplicity. Several instances of a role may exist for an object at the same time.
• Abstractivity. Roles can be classified and organized in generalization and aggregation hier-
archies.
3. Role-Based Cooperative Object Oriented Designs
In a cooperative object oriented (COO) design, the object oriented model is extended by ex-
plicitly representing collaborative activities between objects expressed in terms of cooperative
actions (CO actions) [de Lemos 98, de Lemos 99a]. Instances of CO actions are called cooper-
ations.
5A role-based COO design consists of objects, roles, and cooperations. Objects and roles model
components’ behaviour, whereas a cooperation is used to model interactions between a group
of objects and their roles. A CO action specifies the pre-conditions, invariants and post-condi-
tions associated with a collaborative activity, which express the respective conditions for ob-
jects and roles to start, hold and finish a cooperation.
In figure 1 we illustrate the notation proposed for the description of roles in a COO design. A
box illustrate a class (Class1 and Class2). As in [Kristensen 95] a semicircle illustrate a role
(Role1 and Role2). A rounded box illustrate a CO action (COR).
4. Reflection
A reflective software system is a software system which contains structures representing as-
pects of itself that enable the system to support actions on itself [Maes 87]. In a reflective object
oriented system metaobjects are used to perform computation about objects [Ferber 89]. A
metaobject is able to intercept messages sent to its associated object to perform some compu-
tation before delivering messages to the object.
Metaobjects can be also associated with metametaobjects which are used to perform computa-
tion about metaobjects. A reflective system is thus structured into levels: objects reside at the
baselevel, metaobjects at the metalevel, metametaobjects at the metametalevel, and so on. The
interface between objects and metaobjects, and that among metaobjects is called metaobject
protocol (MOP).
A key concept in reflection is that of transparency: in a reflective system baselevel objects are
not aware of the presence of metalevels above them. Thus, the development of objects is inde-
pendent to that of metaobjects, and the connection of metaobjects to objects is performed with-
out changing any of them.
Reflection provides means to attain separation between different concerns at design and imple-
mentation level. Concerns (i.e. security, real-time, distribution, etc.) can be described into
metaobjects at different metalevels and can be composed using interception. The interception
of messages allows the interwining of different concerns: the execution of an object’s method
is suspended to verify constraints, to achieve synchronization, etc. [Hürsh 95, Aksit 96]. For
example, different levels of a reflective architecture are used to implement different parts of the
same application in the Operating Systems Apertos [Lea 95] and Mach [Rashid 86].
Figure 1. A COO design using roles.
COR
Class2Role1 Role2Class1
6In this paper we describe systems which identify the following concerns: functional, described
in objects and roles; interaction, described by using cooperations; support, consisting of syn-
chronization mechanisms and handling of roles described by using managers. Objects and roles
are implemented at the baselevel, since they constitute the components of the application. Co-
operations and support are implemented at the metalevel, since the former describe activities
involving objects and roles, and the latter control the access to activities involving objects and
roles.
The reflective architecture provides the separation of functional and interaction concerns, and
the separation between support and application, which makes it possible to change both appli-
cation and support independently.
5. A Reflective Architecture for Role-Based COO Designs
In a reflective architecture for role-based COO designs, the application’s functionalities are de-
scribed in objects and roles. Objects and roles are implemented at the baselevel. A role is im-
plemented as an individual class (as in [Bäumer 97]) which, however, cannot stand alone but
needs to be attached to a proper class. Cooperations are implemented at the metalevel and de-
fine the interactions between roles and objects.
Each object is associated with an object manager and each cooperation with a cooperation
manager [Tramontana 99]. The responsibilities of object and cooperation managers include the
control of the access to objects in a concurrent environment, and the attachment of roles to ob-
jects.
Figure 2 illustrates the class hierarchy used to implement object managers (C1Manager and
C2Manager), cooperation manager (CORManager) and cooperation (COR) of the COO design
shown in figure 1. The implementation uses Dalang, a reflective version of Java [Welch 98].
However, other reflective languages could be used as long as they allow the interception of
method invocations and the introspection of objects, for example: OpenC++ [Chiba 95],
metaXa [Golm 97], etc.
dalang.MetaObj
ObjectManager CooperationManager
C2Manager CORManager
Figure 2. Class hierarchy for a cooperative object oriented system.
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75.1. Object Managers
An object manager is associated with an object to provide some services to objects and coop-
erations. The first service concerns the control of access to an object and its roles in a concurrent
environment. Thus, an object manager establishes the rules for cooperations to invoke methods
from its associated object and from roles of the object. The access control could depend on the
state of the object or it could be enforced by mutual exclusion. To allow a cooperation manager
to request and release an object or its roles two methods are implemented, respectively re-
quest() and release(). Such methods are overloaded, thus they may be used with a parameter
which specify the name of a role. The two methods implement a balking policy, which means
that they return a failure indication if the requested action cannot be performed [Lea 97]. Other
policies (either optimistic or pessimistic) can also be implemented into an object manager. For
example, method request_w() can be implemented to accept requests to an object and let the
client waits until the object becomes available.
The second service provided by an object manager concerns the dynamic attachment and de-
tachment of roles to objects. An object manager holds the references to roles and the rules
which enable the attachment of roles to its object. An object manager provides methods to
check whether a role is played by an object (hasRole()), to attach a role to an object (addRole())
and to detach a role from an object (removeRole()). Method validRole() of object manager im-
plements the rules which validate the attachment of a role to an object. Such rules could depend
on the state of the object or be statically defined. The extension of objects with roles is per-
formed by an object manager when a cooperation manager asks for a role, by invoking re-
quest(), thus methods validrole() and addrole() are invoked only from the object manager. The
attachment is transparently performed from both objects and cooperations, since both are not
involved with the handling of roles.
Finally, the third service that an object manager may implement consists of the activation of a
cooperation and it is performed by invoking one of the cooperation managers, when the control
is trapped at the metaobject (i.e. invokeMethod()).
When implementing an object manager a new class is created. Such a class inherits from the
abstract class ObjectManager the methods which allow synchronization (i.e. request() and re-
lease()) and methods for role handling (hasRole(), addRole() and removeRole()). The class has
to describe the implementation of method invokeMethod(), executed when the control is
trapped at the metalevel, and of method validRole().
5.2. Cooperation Managers
A cooperation manager is used to coordinate the requests for accessing a group of objects par-
ticipating in a cooperation and to activate a cooperation. A cooperation manager is able to select
among the available cooperations the most appropriate for a certain state of the system of ob-
jects, to acquire the accessing rights of the objects involved, and to activate the selected coop-
eration. It is also responsible to select alternative cooperations in case of failure when
8requesting the acquisition of objects, and to start recovery actions if the executed cooperation
could not meet the postconditions.
A cooperation manager acquires the rights to access objects participants by asking the respec-
tive object managers, then it gives the control to one of the associated cooperations. While en-
forcing control of access to objects, deadlock must be prevented or avoided, thus a cooperation
manager implements a prevention or avoidance strategy.
A new cooperation manager is created by inheriting from the abstract class CooperationMan-
ager which defines some variables and implements the interface (i.e. method activate()).
5.3. Flow of Invocations
Referring to the reflective architecture shown in figure 3, the flow of invocations to activate co-
operation :COR, defined for roles :Role1 and :Role2 is as follows. When method methA() of
object :Class1 is invoked (1), the call is trapped to object manager :C1Manager (2) which in-
vokes cooperation manager :CORManager (3). The latter is responsible for acquiring the right
to access the objects and roles involved in the selected cooperation (COR), by asking to object
managers (4). The accessing rights of a role are asked by specifying the name of the role when
invoking request() of the associated object manager. If the role is not attached to the object then
the object manager checks whether it is possible to attach it to the object depending on its state
and on the rules defining the attachment.
When the rights to access all the objects and roles involved in the cooperation have been grant-
ed, the cooperation manager invokes cooperation COR (5). The cooperation accesses objects
and roles to check the preconditions, to start the collaborative activities and, when the collabo-
rative activities end, to check the postconditions (6).
Figure 3. Reflective architecture of a COO design using roles.
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95.4. Assessment of the Properties of Roles
This section assesses the proposed reflective architecture according with the properties present-
ed in section 2, which should be enforced by any role based implementations.
• Visibility. Objects and roles do not interact with each other directly, but interactions are
captured by cooperations. Roles do not have any visibility of objects, instead cooperations
handle references to objects and roles (references are provided by object managers depend-
ing on the accessibility of the correspondent object and its roles).
• Dependency. Objects and roles can use only their own methods and so they do not depend
on other objects or roles. Objects and roles interact by means of cooperations.
• Identity. Roles can be acceded only through object managers, thus they are always related
to their object. Whenever a role is involved in a cooperation the reference of the object
manager associated with the object playing that role is used.
• Dynamicity. Adding and removing roles dynamically from an object is performed transpar-
ently for both objects and roles, by using the services of object managers.
• Multiplicity. An object manager holds the references to instances of roles, even though a
role has more than one instance in the same object.
• Abstractivity. Roles can be organized in hierarchies since they are defined as classes.
6. Case Study: a Bank System
The following case study is based on the one in [Bäumer 97] which analyses the development
of software for a bank. Let us suppose that a customer interacts with a cashier to have informa-
tion on its account, to put and get money; and s/he interacts with a broker (loan responsible) to
attain loans and to make investments. In the following we present the role-based COO design
and implementation of the bank system when a customer plays the role of borrower and clerks
play the role of brokers.
6.1. Role-Based COO Design
The role-based COO design of the bank system is shown in figure 4. It identifies the classes
Customer and Clerk, and the roles, Borrower and Broker, respectively for object Customer and
for object Clerk. CO action Loan captures the interactions between a Customer playing the role
of Borrower and Cashier playing the role of Broker.
accountId
cash
good
Figure 4. Role-based COO design of a bank system.
Customer
check()
debit()
credit()
Loan
(i) class diagram (iii) CO action diagram
Customer
Borrower
Clerk
Broker
Clerk
getCash()
giveCash()
loan()
name
Broker
setAmount()
setInteRate()
Borrower
setLoan()
loanId
inteRate
amount
(ii) role diagram
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Classes and Roles.
Class Customer describes intrinsic data: accountId, which identifies a customer’s account;
cash, which describes the current balance of the account; and good, which summarises the his-
tory of a customer in a boolean variable. It also provides means to check the amount of cash
currently available, to take and put an amount of cash in the account through intrinsic methods
check(), debit() and credit(), respectively.
Role Borrower describes extrinsic data of Customer, consisting of loan identifier, loan interest
rate and loan amount which are stored into loanId, inteRate and amount, respectively. Method
setLoan() of Borrower makes some computation and updates variables of Borrower and the
available cash of the respective Customer.
Class Clerk describes an intrinsic variable, name of the clerk (name), and provides intrinsic
methods to handle cash (getCash() and giveCash()), and to trigger activities to grant a loan
(loan()).
Role Broker describes extrinsic methods setAmount() and SetInteRate() which calculate the
amount of money to grant and the interest rate, respectively.
CO action Loan.
CO action Loan is described by three methods: pre() and post() to check pre- and post-condi-
tions, and coll() to execute the collaborative activities involving classes and roles. For the sake
of simplicity, the present description does not include the process of checking the violation of
invariants.
In our example a loan is given if a customer has a good history of payments and if he does not
have another loan at the same time. These two conditions are defined in method pre() of CO
action Loan as described in the following code.
The collaborative activities consist of starting methods setAmount() and SetInteRate() of role
Broker; method setLoan() of role Borrower and method credit() of Customer.
class Loan implements IntrospectObject {
public boolean pre() {
if (introspect(customer,”good”) &&
introspect(borrower,”loanId”) == null) return true;
return false;
}
public boolean post() {
if (introspect(borrower,”loanId”) != null) return true;
return false;
}
public void coll() {
returnRef1 = invokeMethod(broker, “setAmount”, null);
returnRef2 = invokeMethod(broker, “setInteRate”, null);
returnRef3 = invokeMethod(borrower, “setLoan”, null);
returnRef4 = invokeMethod(customer, “credit”, null);
}
}
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6.2. Reflective Architecture
Figure 5 shows the reflective implementation of the role-based COO design of the application
for a bank. Object Customer is associated with object manager CusManager, which is able to
attach, detach, and provide references to role Borrower. Object Clerk is associated with object
manager CleManager which, similarly to the previous object manager, handles role Broker. Co-
operation Loan is associated with cooperation manager LoanManager, which acquires the ac-
cessing rights of the roles and objects involved.
Cooperation Manager LoanManager.
class LoanManager implements CooperationManager {
public void activate() {
target0 = clemanager.request();
target1 = clemanager.request(“Broker”);
target2 = cusmanager.request();
target3 = cusmanager.request(“Borrower”);
if (target0 != null && target1 != null &&
target2 != null && target3 != null)
loan.collab(target0, target1, target2, target3);
cusmanager.release();
cusmanager.release(“Borrower”);
clemanager.release();
clemanager.release(“Broker”);
}
}
7. Related Work
Using the Role Object pattern [Bäumer 97] an intrinsic object can dynamically attach roles on
itself to meet different client’s needs. Roles are represented by individual objects which model
specific views of an intrinsic object. Client objects check whether the intrinsic object plays a
certain role, by calling some method. Another method, with a suitable role specification, has to
Figure 5. Reflective architecture of a COO design using roles.
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be called to add the role. Hence, clients are aware of the existence of roles and they become
more complex because of the handling of roles. Moreover, an object and its roles have different
identities.
The State pattern [Gamma 94] and the transmutable object [Rubira 94] are also implementa-
tions of role-based designs, where clients are not aware of the presence of roles. The key idea
in the State pattern is to introduce an abstract class to represent different operational states. The
abstract class declares an interface common to all the classes representing different operational
states. A class is used as an interface to clients and to maintain an instance of a subclass that
defines the current state. The subclass defines a role for the abstract class.
Analogously, a transmutable object consists of a set of inner objects that are related to a single
real-world entity. Each inner object defines a transmutable object’s behaviour phase. The run
time access to the current behaviour phase is implemented by using delegation, thus when a
message is received by a transmutable object, it is forwarded to one of its inner objects, so that
responses to messages received can change depending on the object’s current behaviour phase.
The inner object defines a role for the transmutable object.
The interface of state and transmutable objects incorporate the interfaces of their roles (or so-
called internal objects). Thus the object is not concise, and the change of a role interface re-
quires to update the state/transmutable object. Moreover, it is not possible for those objects to
have multiple instances of the same role at the same time.
8. Conclusions
This paper has described the design of a role-based cooperative object oriented design, and its
reflective implementation. It has been shown that the implementation is able to provide all the
properties that role-based implementations should provide.
The reflective architecture enables the separation of objects from cooperations and application
from support, being the latter responsible for the handling of roles and the synchronization
among objects. The separation provides means for objects, cooperations and support to easily
evolve, since each of them encapsulates only one concern. A case study has been used to show
a practical application of the role-based cooperative object oriented design.
Other concerns such as distribution, security control, real-time constraints, etc. can be consid-
ered in the development of a system. Further investigation is necessary to incorporate those
concerns so that they can be implemented independently from each other.
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